PPIase activity of the second domain can be abolished dumbbell, in which the amino-terminal, carboxy-termiby mutagenesis, and the resultant modified SurA pronal, and first PPIase segments of the sequence form teins still impart essentially wild-type surA activities in a core structural module, and the second PPIase segvivo with respect to outer membrane integrity and inducment is a satellite domain tethered ‫03ف‬ Å from this tion of the E -dependent stress response; they also remodule. The core module, which is implicated in memtain in vitro chaperone activity, monitored as the ability brane protein folding, has a novel fold that includes an to suppress aggregation of thermally denatured citrate extended crevice. Crystal contacts show that peptides synthase [7] . These data suggest that the chaperone bind within the crevice, suggesting a model for chaperactivity of SurA, which facilitates membrane protein foldone activity whereby segments of polypeptide may ing, resides predominantly, if not exclusively, in the N be repetitively sequestered and released during the and C domains and that the PPIase activity is either not membrane protein-folding process.
the P1 domain; the helix is an integral element of the suggestion that the N and C domains alone can form a standalone functional module.
Discussion
The extended crevice within the core module is suggestive of a peptide binding channel, wherein segments It has been shown that the combination of the N and C of polypeptide of a target protein could be bound and domains of SurA is both necessary and, to a large extent, released during a folding transition. The intermolecular sufficient for in vivo complementation of SurA activity, crystal-packing interaction, wherein a segment of pepas well as for in vitro chaperone activity, assayed as tide of a neighbor molecule is bound in the channel, suppression of aggregation of heat-denatured citrate endorses this suggestion. Ironically, the bound peptide synthase [7] . The structure clarifies the basis for this segment is in an ␣-helical conformation, while the preobservation; the N and C domains are entwined in a dominant mature secondary structure of the membrane core module, which, presumably, is responsible for the proteins with which SurA is known to interact is ␤ strand; chaperone activity of SurA. The C domain is an integral the structure presented here, by itself, does not immedipart of the module and appears to be indispensable for ately resolve this paradox. proper folding. The P1 domain is also part of the core The function of the P2 domain and its satellite position module of E. coli SurA but, to a large extent, appears in the SurA molecule also raise a perplexing dilemma. to be dispensable. The N and C domains alone, exWhen it is deleted or when its PPIase activity is abolished pressed as a fusion in vivo, complement wild-type surA by mutagenesis, the resulting derivative still compleactivity [7] ; further, expressed as a recombinant conments wild-type SurA activity in several assays [7] . Howstruct in E. coli, the fusion is stable and can be purified ever, the suggestion that it is completely dispensable to homogeneity (E.B. and D.B.M., unpublished data); the is counterintuitive, when considered in the context of N and C domains appear to form a stable structure in the relatively high conservation of the SurA modular absence of P1. In this context, it is notable that (1) some structure at the sequence level. Several possibilities, SurA homologs (e.g., those of Haemophilus influenzae in addition to dispensability, may be suggested for its [11] and Pasteurella multocida nism that is largely encoded in the non-PPIase domains of its sequence.
Data Collection
SurA has a bipartate structure, with a core module Table 2 . lous difference and log-likelihood gradient Fourier maps; 49 selenium sites were ultimately identified.
